
Guide: Roberto Pockaj
Hiking tour (brief description of the route):
…...........................................................................................................................................................
Dates: from …........../…........../.................. to …........../…........../..................
Daily maximum climb: uphill: ................. metres approximately; downhill: ................. metres approximately.
Maximum altitude: ................. metres approximately.
Estimated maximum daily travel (actual hiking): ......... hours and .............. minutes approximately.
Difficulty: ...... (based on the scale proposed by the CAI) 

□ on roads, tracks or easy trails □ suitable for occasional walkers
□ on mountain trails □ suitable for average walkers 
□ on inaccessible mountain paths □suitable for trained hikers
□ through snow

Conditions of participation

Participants of this hiking tour must:
 always observe and follow the guide’s instructions;
 stay in a group on the path indicated by the guide and must not move away from the group;
 wear clothing appropriate to the type of hike; mountain boots and waterproof jacket are mandatory, long pants 

and knee-high socks are always recommended;
 assess whether their psycho-physical condition is compatible with the requirements of the hike, in consultation 

with their doctor;
 reimburse damages caused to the hired equipment (when applicable).

The guide has the right to:
 cancel, change the pathway and/or the destination of the hike, at his sole discretion, when there are not the 

conditions required to carry out or complete the planned trip;
 reject those persons inadequately equipped.

These rights may be exercised by the guide without compensation required to be provided to the individual participant or  
the group.

Information Notes

The guide takes responsibility for the management and the safety of participants. Parents, teachers, tutors, educators 
are responsible for the conduct of minors during the hike, and have an obligation and duty to supervise the behaviour of  
minors and enforce directions provided by the guide. Minors by themselves cannot participate.

It is the responsibility of the guide to adapt the pace of the hike and provide support to enable all participants to remain in 
a group, even at the expense of reaching the daily destination.

A participant, who decides, on his/her own initiative, to abandon the group, accepts sole responsibility for doing so. The  
participant is required to give the guide and the entire group advanced notice, formalising the decision to leave in writing; 
the guide’s recommendation always is not to leave the group because of the dangers those who leave the group are 
exposing themselves to (loss of orientation, illness, injury, etc.).

Anyone who comes into the mountain must be aware of, and cannot ignore, the risks which are part of the environment  
in which the hiking tour takes place (risk of tripping, slipping, insect bites or spiders, of snake bites, scratches caused by  
branches or shrubs, etc.).

Anyone who does not understand, even in some small part, these conditions of participation or information notes, must 
ask for clarification from the guide before the start of the tour. Otherwise consider the conditions for participation and 
notes  outlined above read, understood and accepted.


